sitive to possible relaxation of signal mode, contrary to the methods using the Kerr-like nonlinearity and nonlinear birefringence."' Indeed, the time t, -1/ g I a I when the states become well separated is smaller than the relaxation time at sufficiently large pump field amplitude a. 
QWDlS
Quantum oscillator with Kronig-Penney excitation in different regimes of damping 0. V. Man'ko, Lebedeu Physics Institute, Leninsky prospect, 53, Moscow 117924, Russia The problem of quantum oscillator with a time-dependent frequency was solved in Refs. 1 through 4. It was shown that the wavefunction and, consequently, all physical characteristics of the oscillator can be expressed in terms of the solution of the classical equation of motion €(t) + 2 y q ) + W2(t)E(t) = 0, (1) with initial conditions
Here Q(t) is the frequency of the oscillator shifted due to the friction. The remaining problem is to find explicit expression for the €-function. Here we consider the case of a periodically kicked oscillator, where the frequency depends on time as follows
where wo is constant part of frequency, S is Dirac delta function, and y is the damping coefficient. We consider the damping in the frame of Caldirola-Kanai model, and take into account four cases:
undamped case (y = 0); the case of weak damping (wo more than y); the case of strong damping (on less than y); and the case of free motion (w. = 0 and y is not equal to zero). The undamped case was considered in Ref. 5. So we have the
It is obvious, due to the substitutions t by x, E by $, wzo/2 by E that when the damping is absent this equation coincides with the equation for the wave function of a quantum particle of unit mass in a Kronig-PeMey potential (the sequence of &potentials). For every inter- -(2r/w0)U. ,U. &Zw,[t -(n -1/2)~1.
In the case of weak damping the squeezing coefficient is determined by the Eq. (8) with following parameters A, = 1 -iy/Zn, B --5, 2n n = (w: -y')"', In the case of strong damping one has for the parameters A. = 112 + i / 2 + y/2R. B, = 112 -i/2 -y/2n, n = (y* -4, p1 = -y + ($ -w;)'/z, (r, = -y -(y' -w: )"' .
The last is the case when the constant part of frequency is equal to zero but parametric excitation acts on the free particle motion. Here wo = 0, y is not equal to zero, and the parameters are:
So we have considered in the frame of Caldirola-Kanai model the parametric excitation of damped oscillator and discussed the influence of different regimes of damping on the squeezing coefficient, which describe squeezing phenomena in the system. The parametric excitation is chosen in the form of periodical &kicks of frequency and the expressions for squeezing coefficient are expressed through the Chebyshev polynomials. 1. 
OWD16
Measuring small photon numbers in an optical cavity: design of an experiment R. Knops Proposals to measure the photon number in an optical cavity via atomic beam diffraction rely on the fact that the dipole force acting on the atoms in the cavity depends on the intensity of the light and hence on the number of photons in the cavity. Thus, the diffraction pattem contains information on the photon number. ' Herkommer et aL2 suggested a method in which a collimated atomic beam first passes through a mechanical mask, with narrow slits aligned to the nodes of the standing wave in the cavity. The interaction with the light in the cavity, resonant with an atomic transition, then splits the atomic beam in two.' The splitting angle corresponds 1-to-1 with the number of photons in the cavity. We are presently working to implement a modification of this scheme in which the mechanical mask is replaced by an effective self-induced mask based on the selective detection of atoms that have not spontaneously emitted any photons. Atoms passing through the cavity at an antinode of the standing wave experience the maximum rate of spontaneous emission and hence have the smallest probability of being detected; at the nodes the rate is zero. Hence the detected atoms act, as if they have passed a mask transmitting the atoms near the nodes.
Furthermore, these atoms have not changed the number of photons in the cavity. Thus, this modification also allows
